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Querying Topic Evolution in Time Se-
ries Document Clusters

Sophoin KHY� Yoshiharu ISHIKAWA�

Hiroyuki KITAGAWA�

A document clustering method for time series doc-
uments produces a sequence of clustering results
over time. Analyzing the contents and trends in a
long sequence of clustering results is a hard and
tedious task since there are too many number of
clusters. In this paper, we propose a framework
to find clusters of users’ topics of interest and evo-
lution patterns called transition patterns involving
the topics. A cluster in a clustering result may
continue to appear in or move to another cluster,
branch into more than one cluster, merge with other
clusters to form one cluster, or disappear in the ad-
jacent clustering result. This research aims at pro-
viding users facilities to retrieve specific transition
patterns in the clustering results. For this purpose,
we propose a query language for time series docu-
ment clustering results and an approach to query
processing. The first experimental results on TDT2
corpus clustering results are presented.

1 Introduction
As information is more pervasive and overwhelming,

organizing and extracting salient information becomes a
challenging task. Document clustering is a method used
to find and group documents such that documents in the
same clusters are similar with each other and are dissimi-
lar from other documents in different clusters. It has been
used as a fundamental and pre-processing method in many
areas, such as information retrieval [3], topic detection and
tracking [2], text classification [9] and summarization of
documents [8].

A document clustering method for time series docu-
ments such as the one in reference [5] produces a sequence
of snapshots of clustering results over time (Fig. 1). Track-
ing topic evolution in a large stream of clusters is very im-
portant in the analysis of the characteristics of the data
and the real world events. Analyzing the contents and
trends in a long sequence of clustering snapshots, however,
is a hard and tedious task since there are too many num-
ber of clusters; a user may need to access every cluster and
read every document contained in each cluster. Some re-
cent works have embraced tracing and analyzing changes
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in clusters over time [6, 7, 10]. Some further developped vi-
sualizing tools for browsing clusters and exploring trends
in time series clustering results [1, 4]. In these works,
without browsing, it is still difficult to obtain information
of user interest.

Consider, for example, a sequence of clustering results
as shown in Fig. 1. A user is interested in the US Democrat
presidential nomination campaign. The topic can be rep-
resented, for example, by the keywords �clinton, obama,
campaign�. The user wants to find occurrences of clusters,
as shown in Fig. 1, highly related to the keywords. As an-
other example, a user wants to know whether the topic
�Clinton, campaignn� dissolves and changes to �Obama,
campaign�? Or does �Clinton, campaign� merge with
�Obama campaign� and form a broader topic �Democrat,
campaign�? To the best of our knowledge, none of existing
methods support such user requirements. By manually ex-
ploring the data, it is not easy for the user to judge whether
those likely clusters correctly respond to his/her interest.
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Figure 1: A Sequence of Clustering Results
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Figure 2: Transition Patterns

Further, in a sequence of clustering results of time series
documents, a cluster in a clustering result may persist in
another cluster, branch into more than one cluster, merge
with other clusters to form one cluster, or disappear in the
adjacent clustering result. These phenomena are called
cluster transitions in reference [10] and we call the occur-
rence patterns of one or more such phenomena together,
as shown in Fig. 2, transition patterns. In this paper, we
propose a framework to find clusters related to users’ top-
ics of interest and transition patterns involving the topics.
Specifically, we aim at providing users facilities to retrieve
specific transition patterns in the clustering results. For
this purpose, we propose a query language for time series
document clustering results and an approach to query pro-
cessing. Given a query of a transition pattern, it finds oc-
currences of cluster transitions that match the given pat-
tern and are relevant to the query. The results are ranked
and returned to the users.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work. The preparations in this work
are described in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the query
language and explains the query processing scheme. The
evaluation of the query language is shown in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Related Work
There are several researches on identifying relationship

between clusters. Mei et al. proposed an approach to
discovering the evolutionary patterns of themes in a text
stream [6]. In the approach, themes are generated using
a probabilistic mixture model and theme evolutionary re-
lations are discovered. Nallapati et al., based on the no-
tion of events and topics in TDT [2], identified events that
make up a topic and established dependencies among them
[7]. Several dependency models have been proposed in the
approach. Though the underlying problem in finding tran-
sitions between clusters is relevant to our work, the two
approaches do not restrict to finding transitions between
two consecutive time points, but finding all possible tran-
sitions between clusters from all time instances. These ap-
proaches aim at finding all relevant topics. Hence, their
underlying objectives differ from our approach.

Spiliopoulou et al. proposed an approach called MONIC
to model and track cluster transitions on clustering results
at consecutive time points [10]. A cluster transition at a
given time point is a change experienced by a cluster that
has been discovered at an earlier time point. A transition
may concern the content and form of the cluster, which is
internal to it, or it may concern its relationship to the rest
of the clustering, which is an external transition. MONIC
detects both internal and external transitions of clusters
and models their lifetime. The cluster transition graph
(Section 3.2) in our approach is based on the idea of ex-
ternal transitions in MONIC.

T-Scroll [4] is an information visualization interface tool
to visualize the overall trend of time series documents. It
displays links between clusters, which represents related
clusters from two consecutive time points, and allows users
to explore more detailed information such as keyword lists
and contents of documents in a cluster. In addition, Ado-
mavicius et al. in reference [1] proposed a data analy-
sis and visualization technique for representing trends in
multiattribute temporal data called C-TREND, a system
for temporal cluster construct. The idea in T-Scroll and
C-TREND is partly related to our work. However, in our
work, we proposed a query language for temporal clusters
aiming at providing users facilities to search for specific
patterns in the clustering results.

3 Preparations
3.1 Target Data
The target data in this work is a collection of accumulated
document clustering results ��� � � � � �� at consecutive time
points ��� � � � ��� generated by a clustering method on time
series documents where a sliding window is adopted.

Let � �� � � � � � � be document sets in which � � is the docu-
ment set from which the document clustering result �� is
generated. � � is assumed to be overlapped with � ���, i.e.,

Query ::= Find_Clause From_Clause With_Clause
Find_Clause ::= ’find’ Transition_Pattern
From_Clause ::= ’from’ G
With_Clause ::= ’with’ Bindings
Transition_Pattern ::= Snapshot_Spec

(-> Snapshot_Spec)*
Snapshot_Spec ::= Node | ’{’ Node_List ’}’
Node_List ::= Node (, Node)*
G ::= Seq_Name(’[’TimeStamp, TimeStamp’]’)?
Bindings ::= Node ’=’ Keyword_List (, ’and’

Node ’=’ Keyword_List)*
Keyword_List ::= ’{’Keyword (, Keyword)*

((, ’not(’Keyword’)’)*)?’}’

Figure 3: The BNF of the Query Language

� � � � ��� � �. All clusters in each ���� � � � �� are assumed
non-overlapped, i.e., ������ � ����� ��� � �, if � � �.

3.2 Constructing Cluster Transition Graph
A cluster transition, proposed in reference [10], at a given
time point is a change experienced by a cluster that has
been discovered at an earlier time point. It provides in-
sights about the nature of cluster changes: is a cluster a
newly emerged cluster or a disappeared one or does some
of its member move to different clusters. In this work, we
construct the cluster transition graph based on the idea of
cluster transitions in reference [10].

A cluster transition graph is constructed by connecting
pairs of adjacent clustering results. A pair of two adjacent
clustering results �� at time point �� and � � at the suc-
cessive time point � � is connected by detecting transitions
between all clusters in �� and � � as follows.

For each cluster �� in �� and � � in � �, the degree to
which �� overlaps � � is measured. The following function,
the transition probability of the number of documents that
were in �� and moved to � �, is used in this work.

���� �	���
���

�

	�� �� �	

	��	
� (1)

where 	��	 and 	� � 	 are the number of documents in �� and
� �, respectively.

A list of clusters in � �, which are matched clusters of
clusters in ��, and the corresponding transition probabil-
ity values are obtained. Then, links between clusters and,
hence, graphs can be constructed.

4 The Query Language

4.1 The Query Language Syntax
The query language proposed in this paper is a quite sim-
ple declarative language of small number of constructs, but
can represent information needed for analyzing document
clustering snapshots and detect transition patterns. Fig-
ure 3 shows the extended BNF notation of the query lan-
guage.

4.2 Examples of Queries
The following examples show the query language syntax.
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Query 1� �
find C -> C
from S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28]
with C = {clinton, obama, campaign}

� �
In the examples in this section, we assume S08-7days
is the name of a sequence of document clusters and sup-
pose it contains a sequence of document clusters from
January 1, 2008 to present, and the clustering was per-
formed based on seven-day incremental basis. The no-
tation S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28] spec-
ifies the restriction on the scope of the query target to the
period between January 1, 2008 and February 28, 2008
within S08-7days.

In the above query example, the transition pattern
C -> C in the find clause specifies the occurrences of the
cluster transition to be found. The with clause with C
= �clinton, obama, campaign� specifies the associate
keywords for cluster C; it means we want to find occur-
rences of the cluster transition C -> C in which both clus-
ters can be represented by the keywords �clinton, obama,
campaign�.

The results of the query are given, for example, as fol-
lows.
� �

1: C#Jan15-5 -> C#Jan22-4
2: C#Jan1-3 -> C#Jan8-2
...� �

It is a ranked list of cluster transitions corresponding
to the query. The user may be able to specify the pre-
ferred number of entries in the list. The notation such as
C#Jan15-5 denotes the identity of a cluster. In this case, it
represents the fifth cluster of January 15 clustering snap-
shot.

The next example shows a query to retrieve the repeated
occurrences of a transition with length two.

Query 2� �
find C -> C -> C
from S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28]
with C = {clinton, obama, campaign}
� �

The following example shows a query using different
keyword sets for two clusters.

Query 3� �
find C1 -> C2
from S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28]
with C1 = {clinton, campaign, not(obama)},
and C2 = {obama, campaign, not(clinton)}
� �
This query retrieves cluster transitions, where the first
cluster corresponds to �clinton, campaign� but does not in-
clude �obama�, and the second one corresponds to �obama,
campaign� but does not include �clinton�.

The following query contains a transition pattern with a
branch.

Query 4� �
find C1 -> {C2, C3}
from S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28]
with C1 = {clinton, obama, campaign}, and

C2 = {clinton, not(obama)}, and
C3 = {obama, not(clinton)}

� �
The query wants to find the occurrences of two transitions
�� 
 �� and �� 
 ��, where �� and �� branch from �� and
are highly related to the given keywords.

The next one is the opposite; it contains a transition pat-
tern of merge.

Query 5� �
find {C1, C2} -> C3
from S08-7days[2008-Jan-01, 2008-Feb-28]
with C1 = {clinton, not(obama)}, and

C2 = {obama, not(clinton)}, and
C3 = {clinton, obama, campaign}

� �

4.3 Examples of Query Processing
In this section, the processing scheme of the query lan-
guage regarding the query examples in Section 4.2 is given
in the same order as follows.

4.3.1 Query 1: The Most Simple Case

We consider to answer Query 1. Let the set of keywords
appearing in the with clause be 	 � �
�� � � � � 
��. In the ex-
ample, 	 is �clinton, obama, campaign�.

The find clause specifies that the two clusters, which
have a transition, correspond to the same query 	, but are
from two different clustering results at consecutive time
points. To avoid confusion, the two clusters are denoted as
�� and ��, where �� temporally precedes ��. We define the
score for the cluster transition �� 
 �� in terms of query
	 by

�����	� 
 ���	��

���

� �����		�  �����		�  ����� 
 ���� (2)

Intuitively, the score gives a probability that the occur-
rence of a cluster transition is related to the given query 	.
The score is calculated and used to rank the query results.

Next, we consider how to derive the probabilities
����� 
 ��� and ����		�.

����� 
 ��� can be defined as

����� 
 ���
���

� �����	���� (3)

where �����	��� is defined in Eq. 1 in Section 3.2.
����		� is a conditional probability that given the query

	, we obtain � as a relevant cluster to 	. It is defined as

����		�
���

�

��

���

���
� � ��� (4)

where ���
� � �� is the occurrence probability of a query
term 
� of 	 in cluster �. It is defined as follows.

���
� � ��
���
�


�
� � ����
����
��� 
�
� � ����
 ��

� (5)
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where �
�� � � � � 
�� is the set of all terms appeared in the doc-
uments in cluster � and 
�
� � ����
�� is the total frequency
of 
� in � and is defined as follows.

Suppose � contains documents ���� � � � � ����� and let the
frequency of term 
� in document �� be � �����
��. The total
frequency of 
� in � is defined by:


�
� � ����
��
���

�

����

���

� �����
��� (6)

In summary, we get

�����	� 
 ���	��

�

�������
��

���

���
� � ���

������	 
�������

��

���

���
� � ���

������	 
	�� ���	

	��	

�

	�� ���	

	��	


��

���

����
� � ���  ���
� � ���� � (7)

4.3.2 Query 2: Long Sequence

Next, we consider Query 2. In this case, we assume the
two transitions are nearly independent and approximate
the probability.

�����	� 
 ���	� 
 ���	��

���

� �����	� 
 ���	�� � �����	� 
 ���	��

���

� �����		�  ������		���  �����		�

����� 
 ���  ����� 
 ���� (8)

The two probabilities can be calculated using the
method of Query 1.

4.3.3 Query 3: Different Keyword Sets

We consider Query 3. In this case, we need to consider
two keyword sets for �� and ��. Let the corresponding key-
word sets for �� be 	� � �
�

�
� � � � � 
��� and �� be 	� � �
�

�
� � � � � 
�	�.

In the example, their contents are �clinton, campaign,
not(obama)� and �obama, campaign, not(clinton)�, respec-
tively.

In this query language, not() in the with clause is
a predicate used to negate the effect of the query keyword
in it. If a query contains the predicate is, for example, C
= �clinton, campaign, not(obama)�, ����		� is computed as
follows.

����		� � ���� � �����
�� � ������ � ������

� �������
�� � ��  ��������� � ��

������ � ��

� �������
�� � ��  ��������� � ��

�� � ������ � ����

Finally, similar to Query1, we process this query as fol-
lows.

�����	�� 
 ���	���

���
� �����		��  �����		��  ����� 
 ���� (9)

4.3.4 Query 4: Query with Branch

We consider Query 4. We assume the two cluster transi-
tions are independent.

�����	�� 
 ����	������	����

���

� �����	�� 
 ���	��� � �����	�� 
 ���	���� (10)

The results can be evaluated using the same approach
as Query 1 and Query 3.

4.3.5 Query 5: Query with Merge

For Query 5, we use the same assumption as Query 4
that the two transitions are independent.

������	������	��� 
 ���	���

���

� �����	�� 
 ���	��� � �����	�� 
 ���	���� (11)

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed query language

and processing scheme described above.
For the implementation, ���
� � �� (Eq. 5) and ���� �	���

(Eq. 1) are computed beforehand and stored persistently so
that we can retrieve them when needed in the computation
of query scores.

5.1 Experimental Setup
In this evaluation, the document clustering results of an
extended-�-means-based incremental clustering method
on TDT2 Corpus [11] in reference [5] is used as the data
set. The TDT2 Corpus consists of chronologically ordered
news stories obtained from various sources. The cluster-
ing results were generated by three-day incremental basis.
We used 20 sets of clustering results dated from February
2 to March 31, 1998. Each clustering result contains 17
clusters and is associated with a timestamp, the date the
clustering was performed.

Due to limitations in the data, some transition pat-
terns and query keywords may not give meaningful re-
sults. Query keywords should be chosen such that the re-
sults are not empty. For this evaluation, we chose key-
words which represent topics in the TDT2 Corpus. In ad-
dition, for query patterns of branch and merge, we use the
same query keyword sets for all clusters C1, C2 and C3.

� C -> C pattern, �bomb, abortion, clinic�; �italy, ca-
ble, car, crash�; �pope, cuba�; �monica, clinton�;
�tornado, florida�; �iraq, weapon, inspection�

� C1 -> {C2, C3} pattern, C1 = C2 = C3 = �monica,
clinton�; �iraq, weapon, inspection�

� {C1, C2} -> C3 pattern, C1 = C2 = C3 = �monica,
clinton�; �iraq, weapon, inspection�

5.2 Results and Discussion
To evaluate the query results, topic labels for clusters of
the clustering data are used as evaluation data. A topic
label for a cluster was obtained by measuring precision of
the cluster against the evaluation data of the TDT2 Cor-
pus. If the precision score of the cluster for a topic is larger
than a threshold, the cluster was labeled with the topic.
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Table 1: Clusters and Labeled Topics

Cluster ID Topic Name
Feb05-7, Feb08-8, Feb11-4, Feb14-4, Feb17-4, Bombing
Feb17-4, Feb20-4, Feb23-4, Feb26-3, Mar01-3, AL Clinic
Mar04-2, Mar07-2, Mar10-2, Mar13-4, Mar16-4,
Mar19-3, Mar22-3, Mar25-3, Mar28-3, Mar31-3
Feb08-3, Feb11-3, Feb14-3, Feb17-3, Feb17-3, Cable Car
Feb20-3, Feb23-3, Feb26-2, Mar01-2, Mar04-1, Crash
Mar07-1, Mar10-1, Mar13-3, Mar16-3, Mar19-2,
Mar22-2, Mar25-2, Mar28-2, Mar31-2
Feb02-6, Feb02-12, Feb05-11, Feb08-7, Pope Visits
Feb08-12, Feb11-12, Feb14-12, Feb17-12, Cuba
Feb20-12, Feb23-12, Feb26-12, Mar1-12,
Mar4-12
Feb02-3, Feb02-5, Feb05-3, Feb05-6, Feb08-6, Monica
Feb11-7, Feb14-7, Feb17-10, Feb20-10, Lewinsky
Feb23-10, Feb26-9, Feb26-10, Mar01-10, Case
Mar04-10, Mar07-9, Mar10-9, Mar13-11,
Mar16-11, Mar19-9, Mar22-5, Mar22-9,
Mar25-5, Mar25-10, Mar28-5, Mar28-9,
Mar31-5, Mar31-10
Feb02-0, Feb05-0, Feb05-5, Feb08-0, Feb08-5, Current
Feb11-0, Feb11-6, Feb14-0, Feb14-6, Feb17-0, Conflict
Feb20-0, Feb23-0, Feb26-0, Mar01-0, Mar01-8, with Iraq
Mar01-14, Mar04-8, Mar04-14, Mar07-7,
Mar07-14, Mar10-7, Mar10-14, Mar13-9,
Mar16-10, Mar19-8, Mar19-14, Mar22-13,
Mar25-8, Mar25-13, Mar28-7, Mar28-12,
Mar31-8, Mar31-14

Table 1 shows some cluster ID’s and the topic labels for
the clusters of the clustering data when the threshold is
set to 0.5. Ideally, clusters in Table 1 should appear in top
ranked results of the queries for the topics.

Due to space constraint, we show only results of some
queries. For the transition pattern C -> C, query �bomb,
abortion, clinic� returns 36 instances as results; �italy, ca-
ble, car, crash� 39 instances; �pope, cuba� 21 instances;
�monica, clinton� 53 instances; �tornado, florida� 24 in-
stances; �iraq, weapon, inspection� 91 instances. Ta-
bles 2, 3, and 4 show top-10 results of queries �bomb,
abortion, clinic�, �italy, cable, car, crash� and �pope,
cuba�, respectively. For the transition pattern of branch
C1 -> {C2, C3}, query �monica, clinton� returns 20
instances as results; �iraq, weapon, inspection� 30 in-
stances. Table 5 shows top-10 results of query �iraq,
weapon, inspection�. For the transition pattern of merge
{C1, C2} -> C3, query �monica, clinton� returns 19 in-
stances as results; �iraq, weapon, inspection� 52 instances.
Table 6 shows top-10 results of query �monica, clinton�.

We compared the clusters in the query results with the
evaluation data in Table 1. Low-ranked results generally
have very small occurrence frequencies of the query key-
words in the clusters and small transition probability val-
ues between the clusters. That is they are less similar to
the topic of the query. The results in the middle ranks
have either small occurrence frequencies of the query key-
words and high transition probability values, or high oc-
currence frequencies of the query keywords and low tran-
sition probability values. The results in the top ranks in
general have high occurrence frequencies of the query key-
words and high transition probability values. Top-� results
mostly contain transitions highly relevant to the topic of

Table 2: Top-10 Results of C 
 C Patterns of Query
�bomb, abortion, clinic�

Query �bomb, abortion, clinic� Score
Mar16-4 
 Mar19-3 4.48E-10
Mar19-3 
 Mar22-3 4.48E-10
Mar22-3 
 Mar25-3 4.48E-10
Mar25-3 
 Mar28-3 3.77E-10
Mar13-4 
 Mar16-4 2.85E-10
Feb11-4 
 Feb14-4 2.14E-10
Feb14-4 
 Feb17-4 1.91E-10
Feb17-4 
 Feb20-4 1.91E-10
Feb20-4 
 Feb23-4 1.91E-10
Mar04-2 
 Mar07-2 1.90E-10

Table 3: Top-10 Results of C 
 C Patterns of Query
�italy, cable, car, crash�

Query �italy, cable, car, crash� Score
Feb08-3 
 Feb11-3 1.67E-16
Feb11-3 
 Feb14-3 1.48E-16
Feb14-3 
 Feb17-3 1.08E-16
Feb20-3 
 Feb23-3 1.02E-16
Feb23-3 
 Feb26-2 1.02E-16
Feb26-2 
 Mar01-2 1.02E-16
Mar01-2 
 Mar04-1 1.02E-16
Feb17-3 
 Feb20-3 9.38E-17
Mar04-1 
 Mar07-1 2.18E-17
Mar13-3 
 Mar16-3 8.50E-18

the query. Top � thus provide meaningful results.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a novel declarative query

language and its processing scheme to retrieve transition
patterns in time series document clustering results. The
query language is composed of simple and small constructs
but can retrieve interesting and meaningful patterns. The
experimental evaluation confirmed the effectivenss of the
query processing scheme.

Depending on the applications and user requirements,
other transition patterns may be interesting. The query
language is not limited to only clustering data set. It can
be applied to any sequences of a time series of grouped data
set, which can be regarded as clusters in some sense, and
where cluster transitions can be detected. Applications of
the query language to other data set and further exten-
sion of the query language may present more interesting
retrieval results and effectiveness of the language. In ad-
dition, a visualizing tool to highlight retrieval results in
the sequence of periodical clustering results can facilitate
users in analyzing and exploring the data.
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Table 4: Top-10 Results of C 
 C Patterns of Query
�pope, cuba�

Query �pope, cuba� Score
Feb02-12 
 Feb05-11 1.73E-06
Feb05-11 
 Feb08-12 1.70E-06
Feb11-12 
 Feb14-12 1.69E-06
Feb08-12 
 Feb11-12 1.60E-06
Feb14-12 
 Feb17-12 9.59E-07
Feb17-12 
 Feb20-12 4.54E-07
Mar01-12 
 Mar04-12 4.40E-07
Feb26-12 
 Mar01-12 4.03E-07
Feb20-12 
 Feb23-12 2.10E-07
Feb23-12 
 Feb26-12 1.36E-07

Table 5: Top-10 Results of Branch Patterns of Query
�iraq, weapon, inspection�

Query �iraq, weapon, inspection� Score
Mar25-13 
 �Mar28-7, Mar28-12� 2.02E-21
Mar25-8 
 �Mar28-7, Mar28-12� 9.30E-22
Feb05-0 
 �Feb08-0, Feb08-5� 1.11E-22
Feb08-0 
 �Feb11-0, Feb11-6� 1.22E-23
Mar04-8 
 �Mar07-7, Mar07-14� 5.18E-24
Feb11-0 
 �Feb14-6, Feb14-0� 3.26E-24
Feb11-6 
 �Feb14-0, Feb14-6� 2.75E-24
Feb05-5 
 �Feb08-0, Feb08-5� 1.90E-24
Mar07-7 
 �Mar10-14, Mar10-7� 9.16E-25
Mar01-8 
 �Mar04-8, Mar04-14� 7.16E-25
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